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There was once a kelo~lan
and comfortable

household.
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weighty
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by these instructions.

do not want me to be light-headed,

be heavy-headed."
to balance

He selected

on his head.

It

took

several
him some

to do this.

lThe
referred

word kelo~lan
to is not of

means ~
the variety

E.9-.Y..The loss of hair
brought
about by age.

It

is instead
the result
of ringworm infestation
of the scalp.
This condition
is encouraged by uncleanliness.
Until
recently few rural
Turks had modern bathing facilities,
and in
large families
the children
might not be bathed as often as
required
for good health.
The very small children,
still
unable to fend for themselves,
were seemingly the most
vulnerable
to this physical
condition.
The kelo~lan
is-perhaps out of compassion--a
sympathetic
and lucky figure
in Turkish folktales.
Whatever a bald child's
given name
may be, we seldom hear it because he is usually
called
by the quasiname Kelo~lan.
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